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Just as the Wright brothers implemented controls to achieve stable
airplane flight, flying insects have evolved behavioral strategies
that ensure recovery from flight disturbances. Pioneering studies
performed on tethered and dissected insects demonstrate that the
sensory, neurological, and musculoskeletal systems play important
roles in flight control. Such studies, however, cannot produce an
integrative model of insect flight stability because they do not
incorporate the interaction of these systems with free-flight aerodynamics. We directly investigate control and stability through the
application of torque impulses to freely flying fruit flies (Drosophila
melanogaster) and measurement of their behavioral response.
High-speed video and a new motion tracking method capture the
aerial “stumble,” and we discover that flies respond to gentle disturbances by accurately returning to their original orientation.
These insects take advantage of a stabilizing aerodynamic influence
and active torque generation to recover their heading to within 2° in
<60 ms. To explain this recovery behavior, we form a feedback control model that includes the fly’s ability to sense body rotations, process this information, and actuate the wing motions that generate
corrective aerodynamic torque. Thus, like early man-made aircraft
and modern fighter jets, the fruit fly employs an automatic stabilization scheme that reacts to short time-scale disturbances.
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ocomotion through natural environments demands mechanisms that maintain stability in the face of unpredictable disturbances. Behavioral strategies play a particularly important role
in controlling the flight of insects (1–7), because even gentle air
currents can cause large disruptions to the intended flight path.
Insects must also contend with the intrinsic instability of flapping
flight (8, 9) and the large fluctuations in aerodynamic forces
caused by slight variations in wing motions (10, 11). Corrective
behavior often takes advantage of vision (1, 2). For fruit flies,
however, reaction time to visual stimuli is at least 10 wingbeats
(12), so these insects must employ faster sensory circuits to recover from short time-scale disturbances and instabilities. To
probe this fast control strategy, we devised an experimental method that imposes impulsive mechanical disturbances (6, 13) to flying insects while allowing us to measure relevant aspects of flight
behavior. We first glue tiny ferromagnetic pins to fruit flies and
image their free flight using three orthogonally oriented highspeed video cameras (Methods and SI Text). When a fly enters
the filming volume, an optical trigger detects the insect, initiates
recording, and activates a pair of Helmholtz coils that produce a
magnetic field. The field and pin are both oriented horizontally,
so the resulting torque on the pin reorients the yaw, or heading
angle, of the insect (Fig. 1). We then use a new motion tracking
technique to extract the three-dimensional body and wing motions (14). The videos and extracted flight data reveal that these
insects respond to such mechanical perturbations by attempting
to correct their course, and this reaction depends on the strength
of the disturbance.
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By conducting experiments at various values of the applied
torque, we induce different maximal deflections in the yaw angle,
Δψ max . As diagrammed in the inset of Fig. 2, we characterize the
response by measuring the error, Δψ err , which is the difference
between the final and initial yaw angles. In all 23 trials, the insects
exhibit corrective responses such that Δψ err < Δψ max , as shown in
Fig. 2. Impressively, for gentle disturbances, the insects correct
their heading nearly perfectly, with a mean Δψ err of 2° (15 trials
with Δψ max < 45°). For stronger perturbations, however, the
corrective responses are not sufficient to return the flies to their
original heading. For cases of both inaccurate and accurate correction, the insects exhibit a stereotypical response in which specific changes in the motions of the wings drive the reorientation of
the body.
The yaw dynamics, ψðtÞ, for a case in which the fly accurately
corrects its heading is visualized in Fig. 3A and plotted in Fig. 3B.
At time t ¼ 0, the field is turned on for 5 ms (Vertical Pink Stripe),
or about one wingbeat period, T ¼ 4.5 ms. In about three wingbeats, the fly experiences its maximal deflection of Δψ max ¼ 19°,
and by the recovery time Δtrec ¼ 10 T or 45 ms, it has recovered
its orientation to within 2° of the original yaw. To reorient its
body, the fly induces differences between the right and left wing
motions, thus generating aerodynamic torque. A recent analysis
of free-flight turning maneuvers of fruit flies indicates that these
insects generate yaw torque by asymmetrically adjusting the wing
angles of attack, α, defined as the inclination angle of each wing
relative to its velocity (15). Qualitatively, these differences can be
seen in the top-view stills from the flight videos, as shown in
Fig. 3A. The insect beats its wings back and forth, and these
images capture the wings as they move forward. In the third image, the right and left wings have different projected areas due to
different attack angles. When the attack angle on one wing is
greater than the other, the larger area presented to the flow induces a greater drag force, and this unbalanced drag causes the
insect to rotate (15). We quantify the asymmetric “rowing” wing
motions by measuring the complete wing kinematics (14), and we
verify that fruit flies drive yaw corrective maneuvers by differentially varying wing angle of attack. Specifically, in Fig. 3C, we plot
the difference between the right and left wing attack angles averaged over each wingbeat, Δα (Black Data). Prior to the perturbation and for the first three wingbeats after the disturbance,
Δα ¼ 0, indicating that the wings beat symmetrically. After this
initial delay, asymmetries in the wing motions appear for about
five wingbeats, indicating the insect is actively generating corrective torque. The accuracy of the recovery indicates that a refined
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control strategy underlies the response of fruit flies to in-flight
perturbations.
To reveal this strategy, we construct a physics-based model of
the observed behavioral response. Combining all relevant yaw
torques, the body rotational dynamics are described by
I ψ̈ ¼ N aero þ N ext ;

[1]

where I is the yaw moment of inertia of the insect body, N aero is the
aerodynamic torque on the insect, and N ext is the applied torque
due to the magnetic field. For wings that beat in a horizontal stroke
plane, only the aerodynamic drag on the wings contributes to yaw
torque. In general, the drag on each wing is proportional to the
wing’s drag coefficient, CD ðαÞ, times the square of its speed relative to air. We consider the general case in which the right and left
wing angles of attack may be different, and each wing beats with
mean angular speed ω relative to the body. For an insect body ro_ the stroke-averaged net aerodynamic
tating at angular velocity ψ,
torque is found by summing each wing’s contribution (SI Text):
_ 2 þ CD ðαR Þ · ðω − ψÞ
_ 2
N aero ∼ −CD ðαL Þ · ðω þ ψÞ
≈ −CD ðα0 Þ · 4ω · ψ_ þ C0D ðα0 Þ · ω2 · Δα:

[2]

Here, we have kept leading order terms in ψ_ and taken advantage
of the linearity of the coefficient dependence on attack angle:
CD ðαÞ ≈ CD ðα0 Þ þ C0D ðα0 Þ · ðα − α0 Þ, where α0 ¼ 45° and C0D ðα0 Þ
is the slope at α0 . This aerodynamic torque has two components.
The first is a damping torque, and it is proportional to the yaw velocity ψ_ with a damping coefficient β that depends on aerodynamic
properties of the wings. The second is the torque due to the asymmetric wing motions, N fly ¼ γ · Δα, and it is proportional to Δα
with a second aerodynamic constant γ. Combining Eqs. 1 and 2,
we arrive at the yaw dynamical equation
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I ψ̈ ¼ −βψ_ þ γ · Δα þ N ext :

[3]

Thus, the active torque exerted by the fly must act in concert with
aerodynamic damping and inertia to restore body orientation.
Ristroph et al.
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of the corrective response. (Inset) For each trial, the
error Δψ err (final minus initial yaw) and maximum induced deflection
Δψ max are measured from the yaw dynamics. In the main figure, the error
is plotted against the deflection for 23 experiments. The dashed blue
horizontal line is the predicted perfect correction from a linear control model, and the solid blue line is the result of a nonlinear model. See text for details of both models.

To physically interpret these results, first consider the scenario
just after the perturbation is applied. Here, the wings beat symmetrically, Δα ¼ 0, so that N fly ¼ 0. The induced body rotation,
however, introduces a difference in the wing velocities and hence
a difference in the drag forces acting on the wings (16–18), as
_
illustrated in Fig. 4A and B. Then Eq. 3 reduces to I ψ̈ ¼ −βψ.
Thus, an induced yaw rotation exponentially decays with a characteristic damping time of about two wingbeat periods, I∕β ≈ 2T
(SI Text). This time scale is consistent with the decay of yaw velocity during the few wingbeats after the applied perturbation
(Fig. 3B). As the insect recovers, its wings beat asymmetrically,
as shown in Fig. 4C and D, and torque is generated from unbalanced drag on the wings. For example, to turn rightward, the fly
employs a higher average attack angle α on the right wing for the
forward stroke and a higher α on the left wing for the backward
stroke (15). These rowing motions generate differential drag on
the wings and thus produce the yaw torque, N fly , that drives the
corrective body rotation.
The ability to adjust their response for perturbations of different strengths (Fig. 2) suggests that these insects sense their body
motion and use this information to determine the corrective response. In fact, flies are equipped with a pair of small vibrating
organs called halteres that act as gyroscopic sensors (3). Anatomical, mechanical, and behavioral evidence indicates that
the halteres serve as detectors of body angular velocity that
quickly trigger muscle action (3, 7, 19). These findings suggest
that these insects drive their corrective response using an autostabilizing feedback loop in which the sensed angular velocity
serves as the input to the flight controller. As diagrammed in
Fig. 4E, the velocity is sensed by the halteres (S), processed by
a neural controller (C), and transmitted by the flight motor
(M) into specific wing motions that generate aerodynamic torque
(A). In the upper control diagram of Fig. 4F, the loop is triggered
_ that is
when an external torque, N ext , induces a yaw velocity, ψ,
determined by the physics (P) of a damped, inertial body. The
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional reconstruction of a recovery maneuver. Three
orthogonal high-speed cameras capture 35 frames per wingbeat, and the still
images shown on the side panels are spaced by about four wingbeats. The
corresponding three-dimensional wing and body configurations extracted
from the images are displayed on a computer-generated model of the fruit
fly (body length 2.5 mm). As the fly descends from left to right, we apply a
magnetic field (Red Looped Arrow) for one wingbeat that torques the ferromagnetic pin (Bronze Rod) glued to its back and reorients the insect’s flight
heading. The insect responds to the flight perturbation by making a corrective turn that lasts several wingbeats.
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Fig. 3. Body and wing motions for a case of accurate correction. (A) Top-view images of the insect before the perturbation, during the induced rightward
rotation, during the corrective turn leftward, and after accurate recovery. The yaw angle, or heading, is shown as a red arrow, and the wings are moving
forward in each image. The differences in right and left wing area in the third image indicate differences in angles of attack that drive the corrective turn. (B)
Yaw angle as a function of time measured in wingbeat periods, T ¼ 4.5 ms. The red stripe indicates the 5 ms during which the perturbing torque,
Next ¼ 0.8 × 10−9 Nm, is applied. The yaw is experimentally measured (Open Circles), and a control model (Blue Curve) is fit to the experimental data.
The parameters used for the fit are: I ¼ 0.6 × 10−13 kg m2 , β ¼ 1.0 × 10−11 kg m2 s−1 , Δt ¼ 2.5 T, K P ¼ 5.0 × 10−10 kg m2 s−2 , K D ¼ 4.1 × 10−12 kg m2 s−1 . See text
for description of the model (Eqs. 1–4). (C) The attack angle difference between wings averaged over each wingbeat, Δα, is plotted in black (mean and standard
error of the mean). These data are compared to the torque predicted by the model (Blue Curve).

active torque exerted by the insect, N fly , feeds back to determine
the yaw dynamics (Eq. 3) and thus closes the loop.
A minimal linear control model (20) that guarantees perfect
correction (Fig. 2, Dashed Blue Horizontal Line) in response to
short-lived disturbances requires that the exerted torque contain
a term proportional to the integral over time of the sensed angular velocity (SI Text). However, we find that a pure integrator fails
to account for the fast recovery time observed in the flight data.
By adding a term that is proportional to the angular velocity itself,
we arrive at a good match to the yaw data, as shown by the model
fit shown in Fig. 3B (Blue Curve). This model is a proportional–
derivative (PD) scheme (20) that controls yaw angle using a yawrate sensor, and the corrective torque can be written as:
_ − ΔtÞ:
N fly ðtÞ ¼ K P ψðt − ΔtÞ þ K D ψðt

[4]
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Here, K P and K D are gain constants and Δt is the response delay
time that we measure to be 2–5 wingbeat periods. This loop delay
may reflect both neural latency and inertia of the sensors and
motor (19, 21). A diagram of this control scheme is shown in
the lower section of Fig. 4F. In Fig. 3C, we overlay the torque,
N fly , predicted by Eq. 4 on the measured Δα data and find a
strong agreement between the model and experiment. Furthermore, both curves remain positive throughout the corrective
maneuver, which reflects a simple strategy for linearly damped
systems: to recover, the fly need only counter the perturbing impulse with an impulse of equal strength but opposite direction. To
prove this, we integrate Eq. 3 over time to arrive at
Z
Z
[5]
I · Δψ_ ¼ −β · Δψ þ N fly dt þ N ext dt;
where the symbol Δ indicates the net change in each quantity.
Because the system is damped and all torques act over finite peri4822 ∣
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ods of time, the change in yaw velocity Δψ_ ¼ 0. Perfect recovery
implies Δψ ¼ 0, which requires that ∫ N fly dt ¼ −∫ N ext dt. Thus,
accurate recovery simply requires a counterimpulse of equal magnitude to the perturbing impulse. These insects employ this strategy and do not brake the perturbing rotation nor their selfinduced corrective rotation but instead take advantage of aerodynamic damping to come to each stop.
The interplay of active and passive torques also sets the overall
time scale for recovery. Using the flight control model with average system parameters Δt, T, I, β, K P , and K D , the control model
predicts that the total recovery time, Δtrec , rises sharply and then
plateaus for increasing imposed deflections, as shown by the
dashed blue curve in Fig. 5. The experimentally measured recovery times confirm this trend, and this agreement indicates that
the model is robust, with system parameters varying by 15%
among individuals.
Finally, the increasing error for stronger disturbances (Fig. 3)
may reflect sensor saturation. Specifically, we form a model that
modifies the controller of Eq. 4 such that the sensors can only
register velocities up to a maximum of ψ_ ¼ 2500 °∕s, a hypothesis
consistent with the strong nonlinear mechanical response of vibratory gyroscopes (22). This nonlinear model gives the solid blue
error curve in Fig. 2 that accounts for both the accurate and
inaccurate responses. The agreement between the model prediction and the experimental data indicates that this simple model
based on sensor saturation is sufficient to explain why fruit flies
are unable to accurately recover from strong perturbations.
These models reveal the physical and biological aspects of yaw
autostabilization in fruit flies. Future experiments that modify the
orientations of the magnetic coils and pin will investigate the control of pitch and roll. Studies that combine such perturbations will
elucidate how these insects coordinate their response to complex
disturbances. Aerodynamically, these experiments on freely flying
insects demonstrate the critical importance of considering the
Ristroph et al.
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Fig. 4. Physical and biological elements of the flight control model. (A) and
(B) Aerodynamics of symmetric flapping flight during body rotation. Topview images of the fly as it is rotated to its right by the perturbing torque
show that the insect continues to beat symmetrically. The imposed rotation
induces differences in wing velocity that generate unbalanced drag on the
wings. (C) and (D) Active steering is driven by differences in wing angles of
attack. To turn rightward, the insect assumes different pitch angles for the
right and left wings that generate an unbalanced drag-based torque. (E) The
haltere organs (S) sense body rotations, the neural controller (C) processes
this information, and the flight motor (M) drives the wing motions that generate corrective aerodynamic torque (A). (F) Information flow diagram for
the insect flight control model. The upper circuit describes the feedback loop
used for correction, and the lower circuit shows the detailed control model.
After an initial time delay, a term that is proportional to the sensed yaw-rate
signal and a term that integrates this signal are added to determine the output torque exerted by the fly.
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coupled wing and body motions for studies of flight behavior. In
particular, this coupling gives rise to a strong damping of yaw rotation (17, 18), and our results show that autostabilizing fruit flies
use this damping rather than active braking to stop body rotation.
This important effect is, of course, entirely removed in studies
that rigidly tether insects (12). Even in experimental preparations
that loosely confine the motion of insects (23, 24), turning kinematics are different from those observed in free-flight studies
(10, 15, 25). These discrepancies indicate that restrictive preparations interfere with flight behavior, and the results of such studies
must be interpreted in light of this influence.
Biologically, our findings lead to several hypotheses regarding
the roles of the systems that underlie flight control in the fruit fly.
First, our results suggest that the halteres are unable to detect
high rotation rates of the body, and recordings from sensory neurons should reflect this limitation (26). Second, we predict that
the neural circuitry between the halteres and wing muscles (21)
transmits a position- and rate-driven signal. Determination of the
wiring and firing of these neurons would offer insight into the
neurological basis of signal integration and summation (27).
Third, we find that wing orientation adjustments during autostaRistroph et al.
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Fig. 5. Recovery time, Δt rec , increases for stronger perturbations. Here, Δt rec
is plotted for cases of accurate correction, and the model prediction is the
dashed blue curve. The theoretical curve marks the total time to return to
within 2° of the original yaw angle and is generated using the mean
parameter values extracted from fits to trials of accurate recovery:
I ¼ 0.9 × 10−13 kg · m2 , β ¼ 0.9 × 10−11 kg · m2 · s−1 , Δt ¼ 3.5 T, T ¼ 0.0045 s,
K P ¼ 5.9 × 10−10 kg · m2 · s−2 , K D ¼ 5.3 × 10−12 kg · m2 · s−1 .

bilization are remarkably similar to those used for voluntary turns
(15) and hypothesize that they result from the same musculoskeletal elements (21). We stress, however, that our experiments
strictly address the fruit fly’s reflexive turning response to mechanical stimuli rather than visually induced turning behavior.
The interaction between the haltere control loop and visual system loops in structuring such voluntary turns remains an open
problem (21). Nevertheless, we expect that the aerodynamic
and behavioral models presented here will be key components
of general flight navigation models for the fruit fly.
Flight control principles uncovered in this model organism
may also apply more broadly, and this work provides a template
for future studies aimed at determining if other animals employ
flight autostabilization. The control strategies across different animals are likely to share common features, because the physics of
body rotation is similar across many animals during flapping-wing
flight (18). Additionally, animals that lack halteres may use functionally equivalent mechanosensory structures such as antennae
(28). Finally, the control architecture of the fruit fly offers a blueprint for stabilization of highly maneuverable flapping-wing flying
machines (29).
For fixed-wing machines, the need to overcome instabilities
spurred the invention of autostabilizing systems by 1912, only
9 years after the Wright brothers first manually controlled airplane flight (30, 31). The development of such automatic steering
systems also led to the first formal description of proportional–
integral–derivative control schemes (32) and advanced gyroscopic sensor technology (30). The fruit fly’s autostabilization response is well-modeled by a simple PD scheme that receives input
from gyroscopic halteres, and, like airplanes (16, 30), uses fine
adjustment of wing orientation to generate corrective torques.
Roughly 350 million years after insects took flight (33), man converged to this solution for the problem of flight control and joined
animals in the skies.
Methods
Refer to SI Text for details of the methods summarized below.
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Videography. Three synchronized, orthogonal high-speed cameras record at
8,000 frames per second, as described in ref. 14. Each camera is backlit by a
bright red light-emitting diode. Recording is initiated by an optical detector
system that triggers when an insect flies in the region of interest.
Magnetic Torque Perturbation. The optical detector also triggers a circuit that
drives a 4 amp, 5 ms direct current pulse through paired Helmholtz coils
placed inside a clear flight chamber. The magnetic field strength is on the
order of 10−2 tesla, or 103 times stronger than the Earth’s field.
Motion Tracking. The three-dimensional body and wing coordinates are extracted from the flight videos using a recently developed method (14).
The yaw angle is measured directly. The measured wing orientation angles
are used to calculate the attack angle difference Δα, which is defined to be
the right minus left attack angles for the forward stroke and left minus right
angles for the backward stroke. Though the corrective turns are accompanied by changes in other aspects of the wing motions (i.e., stroke amplitude),
a recent analysis implicates attack angle difference as the aerodynamically
relevant parameter (15). We average this parameter over each wingbeat,
because the modulation of Δα occurs over longer time scales (15). For the
Δα data of Fig. 3C, the vertical bars indicate the standard error of the mean
taken over the ∼35 measurements per wingbeat and thus reflect both
measurement error and actual intra-wingbeat variation. The magnitude,
duration, and variation of the Δα data in these experiments are similar to
those measured for free-flight turns (15).
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